ADVISORY NO. 06  
(Series of 2006)

TO ALL CONCERNED AGENCIES

SUBJECT: STRICT COMPLIANCE TO POEA MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 3, SERIES OF 2006, ON DOCUMENTATION FOR OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT OF WORKERS CLASSIFIED AS MISSION CRITICAL SKILLS (MCS) WHICH ARE IN SHORTAGE

DATE: 17 APRIL 2006

Pursuant to Governing Board Resolution No. 1 and POEA Memorandum Circular No. 03, both series of 2006, on “Documentation for Overseas Employment of Workers Classified as Mission Critical Skills (MCS) which are In Shortage”, all agencies participating in the “in house contracts processing” program and the “electronic submission of contracts for processing” program are reminded to be responsible in ensuring the submission of the 6 months notice of resignation duly acknowledged by local employers prior to the processing of contracts of senior aircraft mechanics and pilots which were determined as mission critical skills in shortage.

Agencies found not complying with the above issuances shall be liable to sanctions in accordance with the POEA Rules and Regulations.
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